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The problem.
that religion
some novels a
cept, change,

In contemporary American fiction it was noted
frequently appeared as a topic of debate. In
major theme was a debate over whether to ac
or reject organized religion.

Procedure. Several contemporary novels relating to this
theme were read. Then novels of the past, more accepting
era of religion, were studied. In contrasting these
positions a study was made of literature written on this
subject. Various reasons for the change in treatment of
religion were investigated.

Findings. It was found that an increase in technical and
philisophical knowledge made unquestioning acceptance of
religion difficult. Three major positions were found in
the novels discussed in this paper. Some authors could
come to no conclusion but did see difficulties in accept
ing religion the way it is. others felt that inconsis
tencies should be ignored. Humanism was proposed as a
more relevant substitution for religion in today's world.

Conclusions. No one answer was found to this dilemma.
But all authors seemed to agree that established religion
as it has been known was difficult to accept in an un
critical manner. They did agree that man does need some
form of inspiration for his life, whether it be established
religion or humanism.
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Introduction

A major trend in contemporary American novels involves

a movement away from orthodox religion as it has been treat

ed in our literary past. In early American literature God's

existence and authority were not questioned. As Fuller

states in Man in Modern Fiction: "With exceptions so rare

as to be noteworthy, always representing some highly special

phenomenon, the vast body of literature from the Hebrews

and Homer down to the early part of the present century, has

been based upon the tacit or declared premise that there is

a God."l Frederick Hoffman makes a similar statement in

The Imagination's New Beginning: "In the early decades of

our century, the discussion of literature and religion were

largely supported by the assumption that although there

were crises, traditional Christianity had held firm. 112

Earlier critics rarely if ever suggested that Christianity

was threatened; they were mainly satisfied to note devia-

tions from its pure center.

This era of unquestioned belief and security in God

ended with the advance of science and technology and

philosophy. According to Hoffman it "began with Cartesian

1 d d 11 Man 1."n M.od.e rn Fiction (New York: RandomE nnun . Eu .• er ,
House, 1949), p. 7.

2p r ederick Hoffman, The Imagination's New Beginning,
(Notre Dame:University of Notre Dame Press, 1967), p. 1.



speculations which depended fundamentally upon a mathemat_

ical descriptions of certitudes and a willingness to fore

go skepticism concerning God's role in the management of

the universal machine.... Metaphysics gave 'Way to the

strategies of epistemology and to the creation and the

maintenance of secular and formal worlds. "I It seems to

many that the more man studies and re searches I' the more

he shatters sources for hope and meaning.

This change in religious attitude is closely related

to and evolves from an increase in knOWledge and tech

nology. As man has learned more about how and why things

exist, they lose their mystery. Darwin's theory of evo

lution, plus geological finds and space explorations,

have all brought the intangible within reach. This in

creased knowledge seems to result in reduced religious

faith. Two novels, one written in the 1890's, the other

in the 1950's illustrate the conflict that has arisen be

tween knowledge and faith.

Walter Miller's A Canticle for Leibowitz is placed in

a hypothetical future after the world we know has been de

stroyed by atomic warfare. The survivors of this war blame

it on knOWledge and seek to destroy all traces of kno'\!'lledge

and the men they feel are responsible for it. During this

purge many men flee to monasteries for refuge. One of

these ( a scientist named Leibowitz, becomes known as the

lHoffman, pp. 1-2.
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patron saint of a monastery where most of the books and

papers that survived are concentrated. The Church be-

comes the haven for the forces that helped destroy the

civilized world--an ironic twist of fate.

One of the monks at this monastery, Brother Kornhoer,

begins studying some of the books and blueprints and

finally learns how to build a generator. Then a debate

begins between the monks as to whether or not this revival

of knowledge is wise. Dom Paulo (chief abbot) has conser-

vative but optimistic plans regarding the revival of learn-

ing. IIAnd this time, •..we'll keep them reminded of who

kept the spark burning while the world slept." l He is

hoping that this time increased knowledge will not mean

a decreased interest and belief in God. However, a hermit

warns the abbot what will happen: "They will soak up

everything you can offer, take your job away from you, and

then denounce you as a decrepit wreck. Finally they'll

ignore you entirely.1I (p. 144) Explaining that this is

the church's fault, the hermit insinuates that the church

would be better to keep its monopoly of books locked safe-

ly away behind the doors of the monastery.

Thon Taddeo, the brother of a ruler in another area,

comes to study the Memorabilia bringing his brother's

lWalter M. Miller, Jr., A Canticle for Leibowitz
(Philadelphia:J. B. Lippincott Co., 1959) , p. 120. A~l
subsequent quotations from the novel will refer to thlS
edition and page numbers will be included in the text.
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soldiers who study the monastery as a potential citadel.

Appearing resentful of the monopoly the monastery has on

knowledge, he points out how much could have been learned

by now if only the right men had access to this informa

tion. He predicts that there will be a struggle between the

forces of knowledge and ignorance before man can progress

to the level of civilization which once existed. Dom Paulo

is worried about the future Thon predicts. "But you

promise to begin restoring man's control over Nature. But

who will govern the use of the power to control natural

forces? Who will use it? To what end? How will you hold

him in check?lf (p. 183) Thon replies that the abbot wants

to hide science and progress from the world until lithe day

when Man is good and pure and holy and wise .... If you try

to save wisdom until the world is wise, Father, the world

will never have it." (p. 185) Miller seems to feel that

man will never be wise enough to handle knowledge properly.

He notes in his novel: liThe closer men came to perfecting

for themselves a paradise, the more impatient they seemed

to become with it, and with themselves as well. They made

a garden of pleasure, and became progressively more mis

erable ... rankled for a world no longer willing to believe

or yearn. Well, they were going to destroy it again, were

they ... this garden Earth, civilized and knowing, to be

torn apart again that Man might hope again in wretched

darkness. II (p. 235) This lack of faith is borne out

the last section of the novel. Once again man obtains
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knowledge and uses it to destroy the world. All that sur

vives is a simple, primitive, two-headed creature named

Rachel. The inte1ligent segment of her dies and her child

like head takes over. This cycle presented by Miller is

one we see in civilization's history. From the golden age

of Greece and Rome, man descended into the Dark Ages where

knowledge was preserved only in the monasteries. Other

bright moments in civilization existed, such as the

Egyptians, Chinese, etc. Today's state of advancement is

threatened by such things as the atomic bomb and pollu

tion--destructive tools created by our knowledge.

Knowledge is also presented as a destructive force

in Harold Fredric's The Damnation of Theron Ware. Theron

is introduced as a very dedicated and religious young

preacher who is successful in his parish until exposed to

a more intellectual and sophisticated world. The primary

force contributing to this change (in addition to Theron's

own pride), is the beautiful, red-headed, Irish-Catholic

Celia Madden. Theron is attracted by her beauty and so

phistication. She is almost the exact opposite of his

very plain and practical wife and the type of woman he has

been used to in the Methodist church. Extremely flattered

by her attention, he soon begins to aspire to her "class"

of society. She introduces Theron to Father Forbes and

Dr. Ledsmar, who impress Theron with his own lack of

knowledge. Skepticism and symbolism become new words in

his vocabulary. As he reads under their direction, he
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loses his unquestioning faith in God and his sincerity and

integrity as a man.

Michael, Celia's brother, warns Theron of the unde-

sirable change that is taking place. "As I say, I liked

you. It was your face, and what I thought it showed of

the man underneath it .••. The very sight of it makes one

believe in pure thoughts and merciful deeds .••• Only half

a year has gone by, and you have another face on you en-

tirely ..•. If it seemed to me like the face of a saint be-

fore, it is more like the face of a barkeeper now! "l

Thereon has lost the respect of both the Methodist and

Catholic factions of his town. He cannot communicate with

or love his wife, but he is also unsuccessful in becoming

romantically involved with Celia. No longer does he fit

into either world.

Sister Soulsby, hired to raise money for the church,

takes Theron in hand and teaches him many tricks of the

trade. She also reveals that she does not have an un-

questioning faith in God or established religion: "You

were talking very loudly here about frauds and hypocracies

and so on, a few minutes ago. Now I say that Soulsby and

I do good, and that we're good fellows ....Now I say that

I call that real piety, if you like." (p. 181) She

lHaro1d Fredric, The Damnation of Theron Ware (New
York:Hold, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1958), pp. 330-332..
All subsequent quotations from the novel will refer to thlS
edition and page numbers will be included in the text.
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explains to Theron that established religion, whether

Catholic or Methodist, has necessary structure and hy

pocrasies. However, since the final and ultimate purpose

is to give help and inspiration to those seeking it, lack

of purity in purpose and belief can be overlooked.

It is interesting to note that Frederic appears to be

most in sympathy with Sister Soulsby' s and Father Forbes I

attitude toward religion. Both have doubts regarding the

existence of God and the doctrine of their churches. Both

also believe that the work they are doing is of benefit to

those they help. Thus their religion has evolved into one

of humanism with mankind's betterment as its primary goal.

Father Forbes and Celia were able to handle the acqui

sition of knowledge without losing their own identity and

integrity, but they do lose their faith. Theron wants to

shed his own identity and adopt that of his new friends.

Frederic, in his characterization of Theron, appears to be

saying that religious faith and education are incompatible.

One necessarily excludes the other. Both have value and

can bring satisfaction, but one person cannot have both.

This is the basic question handled in the body of this pa

per. As man learns more about his world and himself, what

place must or should religion take in this new viewpoint?

The remainder of this paper is a study of contemporary

authors' dilemma on whether to accept religion with some

modifications or reject it entirely.



Uncertainty

Several contemporary authors have not decided whether

to accept religion as it is, or with minor modifications,

or to reject it entirely. As mentioned in the introduction,

their educational level makes it difficult to be un-

questioning believers while rejection of religion leaves

a large void. This section will explore their thoughts on

possible alternatives.

Sinclair Lewis's Elmer Gantry explores this problem in

depth. His novel treats almost all types of religious

leaders with varied motives. In his development Lewis seems

to be chiding the hypocrasies of religion, but not disputing

its existence as a social institution. Judson Roberts, the

evangelist who is instrumental in Elmer's conversion, ra-

tionalizes religion as not so bad. "No, really, it wasn't

so bad for him, that Elmer what's-his~name, to get convert-

ed. Suppose there isn't anything to it. 'Won't hurt him

to cut out some of his bad habits for a while, anyway. And

how do we know? Maybe the Holy Ghost does come down. No

more improbable than electricity. I do wish I could be

honest. "I

lSinclair Lewis, Elmer Gantry (New York:The New
American Library, Inc.," 1970), p. 65. All subsequent
quotations from the novel will refer to this edition and
page numbers will be included in the text.
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Elmer Gantry's motives are questioned by the reader

almost from the start. When he is asked to speak at a

YMCA prayer meeting, he thinks "No! Here Prexy had said

he was the whole cheese; gotten up a big meeting for him

•... Suppose it got into the newspapers! ....Where could they

find a guy that could start in and save souls right off the

bat?" (p.. 59) Elmer discovers almost immediately that re

ligion can be the path to a position of respect and envy.

Later when he chooses ministry as his profession, Elmer

thinks "Where could he find a profession with a better so

cial position than the ministry--thousands listening to

him--invited to banquets and everything .•. " (p. 67) Lewis

develops Gantry as an opportunist who has discovered that

the ministry can have many material and social rewards.

An intelligent and enthusiastic person, Elmer throws

himself into his work. There are times of inspiration,

especially with Sharon Farrell, when he really does be

lieve in what he is doing. But, generally he is a detach

ed and calculated performer after specific results. He

knows his subject well and is successful. At times Gantry

becomes bored with his pious life and sneaks off to smoke,

drink, cuss, or enjoy women. After these relaxing and re

freshing episodes, he returns with renewed fire to condemn

these same vices.

Though Elmer uses these same techniques as a farm im

plement salesman and conducting prosperity classes, these
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vocations do not give him the financial and ego-satisfying

success of the ministry. Elmer wants to be a "big man " in

the religious wor1d. He rationalizes his behavior in much

the same way as do the Soulsbys in the Damnation of Theron

Ware. Both admit they are calculating opportunists; but

they argue that they also accomplish much in uplifting the

souls and morals of their converts.

Lewis presents Sharon Farrell as another opportunist

in the religious world. She, like Elmer, is an expert in

her field and is a source of inspiration to her followers.

In her white gown she becomes a very convincing performer.

Off-stage she is very human, practical and materialistic.

She runs her show like a businessman. Unlike, Elmer, how

ever, Sharon is eventually a believer in her own powers.

This brings her peace and happiness but also brings her

death in a tragic fire in her tabernacle.

Sharon does revert at times to dancing, drinking, or

making love with Elmer. se moments for her, like Elmer,

are a relaxation and a break from the pressure of her posi

tion. She shows Elmer her private chapel with its heathen

ida and admits she is not from an old Southern family.

With the proceeds from her evangelistic endeavors she has

bought a position and past to feed ego. Her is

further fed Elmer convinces her to add faith heali

to her ces. Event ly she bel s in her own talents

and labil

burning tabernac

In her final moment glory

Sharon ing to her power.
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In contrast, Lewis uses Jim Leffert, Elmer's roommate

at Terwillinger College, to explore atheism. Jim is well

read and thinks issues through. Unable to accept Biblical

stories at face value, he starts asking questions that can

not be answered. "Jim was less bored by college. He had

a relish for the flavor of scholarship. He liked to know

things about people dead these thousand years, and he liked

doing canned miracles in chemistry." (p. 12) Scholarship

again seems to preclude religious fanatacism in this char

acter. Jim keeps Elmer from becoming religious for quite

a while. Elmer, howeve r ( fears Jim a little because Elmer

really does believe there is something to religion. When

Elmer is finally converted, Jim moves out, not being able

to see Elmer as a "spiritual leader."

Varied views toward a career in the ministry are pre

sented in the comments of the seminary students at Mizpah.

One of these, Harry Zenz, also embraces atheism and ap

proaches religion from a practical position. "I'm not

ambitious, I don't want money enough to hustle for it. I

like to sit and read. I like intellectual acrobatics and

no work. And you can have all that in the ministry."

(p , 89) Another student claims the church's purpose is

to add beauty to the barren lives of the common people. II

(p. 90)

One of the most zealous of the students, Eddie

Fislinger, is visited by Elmer several years after they

have both left Mizpah. By then Eddie is established in
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his own drab parish married to an uninteresting woman with

two bland children. Lewis describes the change that has

occurred. "Already Eddie had lost such devout fires as he

had once shown in the YMCA: Already he was old, settled

down, without conceivable adventure, waiting for death."

(p. 155) This once very devout student is settled into

the drudgeries of life and is probably of little inspira

tion to anyone. Gantry's detachment at least seems to

allow for a greater zest for life than Eddie's total in

volvement.

Eddie's antithesis at Mizpah is Frank Shallard, who

is always full of doubts. His questioning of the virgin

birth almost costs him his ordination. When established

in a parish, he becomes friends with Andrew Pengilly, the

Methodist preacher in town. Pengilly is a very devout man

who does not worry about theological arguments. He an

swers Frank's doubts with the question: "When do you feel

nearest to God? When you're reading some awful' smart

book criticizing the Bible or when you kneel in prayer and

your spirit just flows forth and you know that you're in

communion with him?" (p. 237) Frank follows his lead, be

comes a more powerful preacher, marries, and moves on to

larger pastorates. In Eureka he becomes involved with a

group of young liberal ministers whose religious doubts

again have him confused. "He who each Sunday morning

neatly points his congregation the way to Heaven was him

self tossed in a purgatory of self-despising doubt, where
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his every domestic virtue was cowardice, his every mystic

aspiration a superstitious mockery and his every desire

to be honest a cruelty which he must spare Bess and his

well-loved brood. II (p. 241) Finally Frank leaves the

Baptist church as he is about to be kicked out and en

lists as a private soldier in the Army. For three years

he ignores his position as a preacher and becomes one of

the men and learns to hate it. He returns home and joins

the Congregationalists. He still doubts he is doing any

good, "aside from providing the drug of religious hope to

timorous folk frightened of hell-fire and afraid to walk

But he is happy to be home with Bessalone." (p . 319)

and his children.

Before long, Frank again quest.ions his faith. In a

discussion with a good friend, Phillip McGarry, he asks

what constructive or original ideas Jesus ever had. He

pictures Jesus as an egotistical, impractical, and irre

sponsible person. Frank clings to his church only to

help his fellow man. When asked why he does not leave

the ministry, he explains what religion means to him.

"Though I do think our present churches are as absurd

as a belief 1n witchcraft, yet I believe there could be a

church free of superstition, helpful to the needy, and

giving people that mystic something stronger than reason,

that sense of being uplifted in common worship of an un

knowable power for good. Myself, I'd be lonely with

nothing but bleak debating societies. I think--at least
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I still think--that for many souls there is this need of

worship, even of beautiful ceremonial ... " (p. 367) Frank

even seriously considers joining a Charity Organization

Society, which at first he likes no better. When he re

ceives his first assignment to speak to the Zenith Charity

Organization Society he is excited and enthused: "Bully!

Fighting again! I've found that religion I've been look

ing for." (p. 375) At the hotel he finds a note threaten

ing him if he speaks, and receives a threatening phone

call. The note represents the worst in Christian wrath:

"We don't want you and your hellish atheism here. We can

think for ourselves without any imported 'liberals'. If

you enjoy life, you'd better be out of this decent

Christian city before evening. God help you if you aren't!

We have enough mercy to give warning, but enough of God's

justice to see you get yours right if you don't listen.

Blasphemers get what they ask for. We wonder if you would

like the feeling of a black snake across your lying face?

The Committee." (p. 375) The meeting is broken up by "The

Committee" and Frank is taken to the country and whipped

severely. He loses his eyesight in addition to other facial

and body wounds. When seeking help, he cries out "Oh, God,

won't anybody help me?" (p. 379) and then notes he has called

on God which perhaps proves he's a good Christian. Lewis

considers the possibility of religion's use as an opium in

this characterization of Frank, but as we can see, it is

not a completely satiSfactory solution.
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Through all of these people who have chosen the min

istry as a career, Lewis investigates varied attitudes

toward religion's value and its place in man's life.

Elmer Gantry and Sharon Farrell both see it as a pleasant,

profitable, and ego-satisfying way to make a living. When

Sharon actually begins believing in herself, she loses her

objectivity. Foolishly she dies and encourages others to

die waiting for God to save them in the burning tabernacle.

The always practical Elmer saves himself. Lewis does not

seem to think God should be taken too seriously. Eddie

sees religion as a total involvement of oneself in God and

his ministry and is ineffective in his church. While

Frank needs some sort of spiritual void in his life fill

ed, he also has to be able to accept it intellectually.

The novel leads to the conclusion that total, blind be

lief is not healthy intellectually, though it can fill

many inner needs and give a kind of security. On the

other hand, total detachment leaves many voids and leads to

cynicism. Lewis seems perhaps most sympathetic with Frank

Shallard who can see both sides and does not know what to

do.

John Updike explores these same quandries in Rabbit

Run. Harry Angstrom is a highschool basketball star caught

up in the inanities of day-to-day living. He sees his

marriage as a hopeless and dreary situation and decides to

run. After driving all night, he ends up back where he

started in his home town area. Harry is seeking some kind
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of meaning, peace and hope for his life. At first the sun

of the ocean beaches of Florida promises hope as Harry flees

from his wife in an all night drive which ends close to home

territory. Tothero takes him in at this point, giving

Harry a place to st.ay and introducing him to Ruth. Harry

quickly learns Tothero, too, has problems and. does not want

Harry to stay with him for long. So Harry moves in with

Ruth. At first he thinks he has found a solution, but even

this arrangement eventually collapses.

When first entering Ruth's room, Harry notices the

church across the street with its lights still burning--

"a hole punched in reality to show the abstract brilliance

burning underneath. Hl Lying in bed with Ruth, he keeps

noticing the stained glass church window across the street.

"Its childish brightness seems the one kind of comfort left

to him." (p. 74) Actually it provides both comfort and

guilt feelings. Harry and Ruth discuss religion briefly.

Ruth admits she does not believe in anything. But Harry

insists that man must believe in something and therefore

he believes in God. He feels God is the reason for any-

thing existing. David Galloway in The Absurd Hero in

American Fiction has commented on Harry's belief: "Rabbit

is not a Christian saint precisely because Christianity is

one of the unsuccessful environments which fail him and

lJohn Updike Rabbit Run (New York:Fawcett World
Library, 1960), p: 69. All subsequent quotations f~om the
novel will refer to this edition and page numbers w11l be
included in the text.
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which he must rej ect""-he is attracted to the chur-ch but only

so long as it promises to fulfill his needs." l

Harry responds to the Reverend Mr. Eccles' overtures,

hoping the minister does have the answer for his messed-up

life. He plays golf with him and goes to his home. When

Janet is in labor with their child, Eccles gives Harry the

news and encourages Harry to stay in his home rather than

go back to Ruth. He talks with the families involved and

tries to soothe things over. When their marriage fails

again, Janet begins drinking and kills the child. Harry

once more feels lost and trapped. Everyone blames him for

the death. At the funeral he seeks comfort in the service.

The minister quotes "The Lord is my shepherd; therefore can

I lack nothing." (p. 243) Ironically, Harry, while trying

to believe, still lacks everything in his marriage and life.

The others at the funeral place the blame on him. He sees

this, knows it is not true, and runs. The church has fail-

ed for any appreciable amount of time to give Harry comfort.

Updike explores the ministerial role in religion

through the character, the Reverend Mr. Eccles. As min

ister of the Episcopal church, he is a more liberal re

ligious leader than his peer, Reverend Kruppenbach of the

Luthern church. Eccles feels he should be personally in-

valved in helping parishoners who are in trouble. He has

a history of bringing many of these, including Harry, to

lDavid D. Galloway, The Absurd Hero in American
Fiction (Austin:University of Texas Press, 1966), p. 26.
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his home to stay for short periods of time. His children

know them by their problems, such as the Silly Man,

Droopsy Lady, and Happy Beans. Harry is known as the

Naughty Man. Eccles attempts to establish a rapport by

playing golf with Harry; then when they are friends he

urges him to return to his wife. His efforts are concen

trated on physically uniting the couple rather than solv

ing their problems first. He uses his influence in this

situation more as a friend than as a minister.

Eccles own wife is a non-believer. They married on

the basis that she would keep her mind open for a state of

grace. However, even living with a minister this long,

Lucy has not changed. She sees little value for herself in

religion. Eccles himself sometimes wonders about the value

of what he expounds.

"He seems to hear that she is going to call the

police to arrest him. Why not? With his white collar he

forges Godts name on every word he speaks. He steals be

lief from the children he is supposed to be teaching. He

murders faith in the minds of any who really listen to his

babble. He commits fraud with every schooled cadence of

the service, mouthing Our Father when his heart knows the

real father he is trying to please, has been trying to

please all his life." (pp. 129-130) In Eccles' self

analysis here, Updike reveals that perhaps his real mo

tivation in becoming a minister was not feeling the call

of God, but trying to please his father. "'Ie learn here
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also perhaps why Eccles fulfills his duties in a more

socially rather than religiously oriented way, as

Reverend Kruppenbach accuses him. The Luthern minister

accuses him of being "an unpaid doctor, to run around and

plug up the holes and make everything smooth." (p. 78)

Counseling Rabbit and his family turns out to be an

unsuccessful venture for Eccles. Though arguing that

Rabbit should go back to Janet because she is expecting a

baby, Eccles never gets into the problems that caused him

to leave. Because these difficulties are ignored, Rabbit

walks out, Janet gets drunk and the baby drowns. Rabbit,

at the funeral, realizes he is in the same hopeless trap

where all the blame is put on him. So he runs to Ruth.

Ruth is pregnant and has considered abortion, but cannot

go through with it. She wants Harry to divorce Janet and

marry her. If he won't do this, she does not want to see

him. Harry leaves, debates between Ruth and Janet, and

runs.

Updike notes that Eccles' liberated style of ministry

has failed to help Rabbit. Nor has Reverend Kruppenbach's

more distant, but inspirational style been of any help or

comfort. Ruth's atheism offers no hope for either her or

Rabbit. From this we can conclude that Updike has found

no solution for the religious dilemma that troubles the

characters in this novel and mankind today.

In Lie Down in Darkness, William Styron presents

another Episcopal minister coping with his religious role.
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There are many similarities between Carey Carr and Eccles

from Rabbit Run. Both men try to counsel their parishoners

on non-religious matters and both have wives somewhat skep

tical of their husbands' profession. Adrienne, for example,

states she does not blame Milton for his extra-marital af-

fair with Dolly because his wife is a "nest of little

hatreds." Eccles wife, Lucy, is somewhat suggestive sex-

ually in her behavior toward Rabbit.

Helen comes to Carey for "little talks" about her

problems. These conversations are therapeutic for her in

that she can at least confess her problems and hatreds to

someone. Carey listens and conducts philosophical dis-

cussions with Helen which make them both feel better mo-

mentarily. Carey can see that she needs psychiatric care

but he will not admit it, hoping he can help her. So he

continues reading Plato and hearing how Helen hates her

daughter and husband.

During one discussion early in their relationship, he

starts to tell Helen that "All she had needed to do at cer-

tain times was to have a little charity, and at least mea-

sure the results."l But Helen rejects this analysis, not

being able to accept the idea that she might be wrong.

Meantime Carey backs down.

"Poor woman. It was a funny circumstance. In a day

when a minister felt perpetually deserted, when the one

lWilliam Styron, Lie Down in Darkness (New York:The
New York Am.erican Library, Enc ; , 1951), p. 119.
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thing one wanted most was to be able to offer spiritual

guidance, here was a person who seemed to be in great need

of whatever help he could give and what could he say?

Nothing really.1I (p. 119-120) Carey finds himself unable

to help Helen with his platitudes. He can pacify for mo

ments at a time, but he cannot help her with her problems.

Some doubts exist in Carey's own mind regarding the value

of his religion. He has never been able to attain a com

plete vision of God and this bothers him. Like Eccles he

concentrates more on uniting Helen and Milton, rather than

solving the problems causing the separation.

Helen finds more comfort in Carey's companionship than

in her belief in God. Raised in a strict Army family, she

was taught very definite ideas about sin and God. This

results in a rigid moral and social set of vaules, which

causes her problems all her life. In an argument with

Milton regarding Dolly, she states several times "I love

~ God." (p. 89) Helen also affirms "I know what sin is ....

In knowing that I'll always be superior to you ... " (p. 89)

She seeks comfort from God as she tells Carey she has been

on her knees begging God to teach her to love. However,

that spell is broken when she again hears Peyton's voice.

One moment Helen is taking her daughters to church and the

next wondering why she has ever sought out Carey's help.

In her dreams Helen sees Carey as an enemy - one of the

Men. She sees him threatening her with a stick saying,

"You must believe! You must believe! I am the way, the
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truth and the life! II (p. 285) She accuses him of being a

hypocrite all these years pretending to understand her

problems. In desperation and frustration she screams "Your

God is a silly old ass, ... and my God is the devi.Lt n ( 286)p.

Helen spends her life in misery because of the rigid

standards she has set for herself, her husband and her

children. Religion is her usual excuse or reason for this

rigid behavior. She hides from the realities of her own

inadequacies behind religion. Belief in God brings no com

fort or love for her. It is merely another requirement of

her "position."

Milton does not share his wife's religious beliefs.

He prefers to spend his Sunday morning leisure hours at

home rather than in church. Hearing part of a church ser-

vice on his radio, Milton recalls his picture of a Metho-

dist church: II a row of maple chairs, young women with bad

breath and half-moons of sweat beneath their armpits, a

basement somewhere smelling of stale leaking water and

moldy religion. A sad shadowy place, ... " (p. 51) He notes

that the Methodists hate beauty. They seem to concentrate

on the evil and ugly of religion. Though Milton ignores

religion, his life is no more satisfactory than Helen's.

As uncertain in her religious beliefs as in her family

relationships, the daughter, Peyton does not know where to

turn. Her father treats her too much like the wife and

companion he wishes Helen to be. Sensing this substitution,

Helen vents her jealousy and hate for Peyton. Small
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incidents like the time Peyton ties Maude up and lets her

fall downstairs increase the hate Helen has for her daughter.

Peyton knows this and tries to cope with it. When she

comes home from college for the Christmas holidays, a ma

jor blow up between mother and daughter occurs and Peyton

leaves crying. She does not return except for her wedding,

which also ends disastrously with her mother angry and

Milton again treating her more like a lover than daughter.

She seeks happiness and escape in her marriage to Harry.

However, she ruins the relationship by sleeping with other

men. Each time it is for some small wrong she feels Harry

has done.

At the point of her final desperation after Harry has

left, Peyton contemplates death hoping this will cleanse

her soul. She tries to pray but cannot "tell what or who

I was praying to. I said there is no God. God is a

gaseous vertebrate and how could I pray to something that

looks like a jellyfish?" (p. 342) She thinks of Milton

and tries to gain courage from these memories, but returns

to her praying, asking God to make her pure and give her

Harry back. Later, drunk and s 1 looking for Harry, she

cries IIHow long, Lord, wilt Though hide Thyself forever?"

(p. 345) She prays not to Christ, but the part of her that

was pure and is now lost. Again later in Styron's narra

tive of her final desperation, Peyton wonders if she's cut

off from God forever due to the evil of past generations.

She wants to be full of love, not sorrow, but she does not
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think God is listening to her. He is probably listening

to the sparrow instead. Peyton feels she is guilty and

shameful because this is her mother's concept of her. In

trying to escape this image, she subconsciously verifies

it. She fights the same sin and evil side of religion that

her mother has been unable to cope with. Overcome by feel

ings of shame, she is unable to obtain any help or comfort

from God. Her only hope for love and comfort is Milton

and she cannot go back horne because of Helen. In ultimate

loneliness and frustration she kills herself, hoping that

whatever life comes after death will be better.

Unlike the Loftis family, who find little comfort in

their religion, the black servants, LaRuth and Ella find

hope in God. They are followers of Daddy Faith, who teaches

a very emotional form of religion. He expounds love and

peace along with hellfire and brimstone. He teaches LaRuth

to handle her own grief by treating it as God's will.

II Daddy Faith, he say grief is a wellspring and a fount, dat

when it run dry den it's time to lift up you' heart and

praise Him fo' thanksgivin' •.. II (p. 372) On the way to the

baptism the bus load of Negroes sing "Happy am I in my

Redeemer. II This line is repeated frequently by them. The

raft or stage for Daddy Faith is painted with the word LOVE.

During the service, Ella shouts out that Daddy Faith (not

God) is their King of Glory. They all shout that he loves

and comforts them. His sermon emphasizes that God will

relieve their oppression and give them comfort. All the
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Negroes find solace and return home ready to face life.

Styron presents Daddy Faith as a very powerful per

sonality. His large frame, jeweled hands, and white robe

present a commanding appearance. We are also told about

the Cadillac he drives and are led to believe that he has

done well financially in his ministry. He retains his

humor, acting almost more like an uncle or daddy talking

to his children. Like Sharon in Elmer Gantry, he knows

how to create a powerful effect. Styron stresses his

financial well-being to remind us that Daddy Faith is a

charlatan, but a very successful one. The comfort he gives

is genuine, yet like the Soulsbys, he accomplishes much

more than Carey Carr who tries to be sincere.

It is interesting to note that while this more opium

form of belief as presented by Daddy Faith is successful,

it is also accepted by the oppressed, poor, and uneducated

blacks. When LaRuth tries to relay this belief and hope to

Helen, she is unsuccessful. With their education and ex

posure the Loftis family cannot blindly accept God. As

mentioned in the introduction, blind faith does not seem to

be compatible wi th knowledge. Styron appears to wish they

could coexist, but has little hope for it. Beyond this he

has no answers for what religion can do for modern man.

In this position he is joined by Lewis and Updike, who also

have no clear-cut answers. All face the problem created by

an increase in technology and knowledge. Elmer Gantry re

turns to the business world briefly to sell farm implements.
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Rabbit sells magi-peelers, while Peyton and Milton worry

about the Bomb. Elmer and Rabbit find something lacking

in the business world--a warmth and purpose. They need

some sort of re~igiou.s inspiration beyond this to face

life's problems. Peyton and Milton can find no comfort

in either religion or atheism. There seems to be no hope

in technology--only tools for destruction. These authors

agree there is a dilemma but have no answers.



Religion as an Opium

An escape from doubts and life's harsh realities

through religion is explored by some contemporary authors.

They have reacted to today's problems with feelings of

helplessness and hopelessness and feel an opium is neces-

sary to combat this. As Mr. Frazer states in Hemingway's

liThe Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio," Religion is the 0-

pium of the people .•.. Why should the people be operated on

without an anesthetic?"l Hemingway indicates that revolu-

tion and education are cathartic but destroy man. There-

fore an opium is necessary to dull the pain of the world.

The authors who view religion as a necessary opium

also agree that the world is a painful place. They seem

to agree that the general state of things is undesirable,

and they are pessimistic about any future hope or change.

Richard Kim, in The Martyred, presents the chaotic world of

the Korean War. The United Nations forces are occupying

Pyongyang in North Korea when the novel begins. The Com-

munists have been pushed north, almost into China. Lee,

the narrator, is assigned to an intelligence unit with pri-

marily political duties. Propaganda to raise the morale

of the Christians is his primary goal. The people have seen

lErnest Hemingway, "The Gambler, the Nun, and the
Radio," in The SnoWs of Kilmanjaro and Other Stories (New
York:Charles ScrIbner's Sons, 1927), pp. 53 & 54.
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occupation, the Christians did not resist. Fourteen of

them were arrested with all but two killed. Situations

such as this kidnapping, terrorized the Christians so that

there was no fight left in them.

One of the local ministers, Chaplain Koh, was serving

as an undercover agent for army intelligence. When the

Communists discovered what he was doing, Colonel Chang had

Koh and four members of his congregation removed from

Pyongyang. One of the four was an informer. All four are

caught and killed by the Communists. Chaplain Koh's church

thinks he has betrayed the four and his church by running.

He has not told them the truth--what his job was and who

the informer was--because he wants to spare the feelings of

the boy's father.

The people ln Pyongyang are very discouraged by the

war. Lee finds them digging bodies and possessions out of

the rubble when he first arrives a.n the city. They do not

even care enough to do something about the bell hanging

loosely in the church tower or to stop Hann from entering the

dilapidated church. The old man Lee talks to "paid me no

mind, and when I left he was on his knees in the dirty

snow."l These people have been through so much, they do not

care any more.

IRichard
1964) , p , 26.
will refer to
eluded in the

The soldiers flee Pyongyang as the Chinese

Kim, The Martyred (New York:George Braziller,
All subsequent quotations from the novel

this edition and page numbers will be in
text.
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and North Koreans surge southward. Once again these people

see war in their city and occupation by the Communists.

All they can see for their future is war and occupation.

This same atmosphere of pessimism in addition to

cynicism pervades Kurt Vonnegut' s Cat' s Cradle. When

Lionel Boyd Johnson and Corporal McCabe are washed up on

the shores of San Lorenzo, they find a people with nothing

but diseases. The citizens' condition is described in

Bokonon's Calypso:

nOh, a very sorry people, yes,
Did I find here.
Oh, they had no music,
And they had no beer.
And, oh, everyWhere
Where they tried to perch
Belonged to Castle Sugar, Incorporated,
Or the Catholic church."l

There was virtually no government but the sugar company.

The company's plantation bosses bribed big natives to kill,

wound, or torture the people to keep them in line. Priests

and the San Lorenzo Cathedral were provided to administer

to the people's spiritual needs.

All of those who had previously occupied the island,

gave it up with no struggle. Following their lead, Castle

Sugar also left, when Johnson and McCabe announced they were

going to conquer San Lorenzo. These new conquerors decided

to create a utopia. They changed the laws, tried to

lKurt Vonnegut, Cat's Cradle (New York:Dell Publishing
Co., Inc., 1963), pp. 87-88. All subsequent quotations
from the novel will refer to this edition and page numbers
will be included in the text.
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improve the economy and created a new religion. Soon it

became apparent that nothing was going to help the economic

situation; San Lorenzo simply did not have any resources.

It was as unproductive as an equal area in the Sahara or

Polar Icecap. In addition to this problem there were 450

inhabitants for each uninhabitable square mile. Once when

McCabe and Johnson tried to divide the total yearly income

of the country among its adults, it was computed that each

share was only six to seven dollars. So religion became

the only source of hope. II Truth was the enemy of the

people, because the truth was so terrible, so Bokonon made

it his business to provide the people with better and bet

ter lies. II (p. 118)

James Baldwin creates this same hopeless atmosphere

in Go Tell It on the Mountain, which probes the miseries

of black people in a white country. The misery begins in

the cabin of Gabriel and Florence's mother. She had been

a slave in her early years, had her children taken from

her, and had seen her second husband desert her. Through

it all she is religious, but bitter toward the white man

who has enslaved her people. She claims her superiority

to her white masters via her religion and its guarantee for

the next world. Florence's friend and Gabriel's first

wife, Deborah, was raped by white men. After that the

black men looked at her only with lust, but no respect or

thoughts of marriage.
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John finds similar misery in the Harlem ghetto. He

sees his world as the dust-filled apartment of his parents.

His future waits for him in the ghetto. "There awaited

him, one day, a house like his father's house and a church

like his father's, and a job like his father's where he

would grow old and black with hunger and toil."l When

wandering down Fifth Avenue, John contemplates entering a

shop or an apartment building, but does not dare--today or

ever.

Florence leaves her home in the South to strive for

something better. A pretty girl, she spurns the young men

because she does not want to end up in a cabin like her

mother's. Instead she heads North for New York City and

what she hopes will be a better life. Florence marries

Frank, a no-good young man, who eventually leaves her and

is killed in the war in France. She ends up poor and a-

lone--the plight she has fled from.

Elizabeth, too, flees her home and her too religious

aunt to go to New York with her boyfriend, Richard. Richard

never gets around to marrying her, though she does end up

pregnant. He finds himself unable to get ahead in work,

arrested falsely, and finally, unable to handle it all, he

IJames Baldwin, Go Tell It on the Mountain (New York:
Random House, 1965), p. -'34. All subsequent quotations
from the novel will refer to this edition and page numbers
will be included in the text.
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kills himself in desperation. Elizabeth is left alone with

shattered dreams and a bastard child to rear.

Each of Baldwin I s characters strikes out to escape

their miserable existence. They see the white man, the

South, and their religion as forces that hold them back

from "the good life. II None of them can escape the facts

of their miserable and hopeless existence.

Since the Koreans in The Martyred cannot escape from

their misfortunes, they have to find a way to ignore and

thereby live with them. Christianity becomes their opium.

Captain Chang is very aware of how important religion is

to these people and utilizes it for the army's benefit.

He assigns Lee to develop the story on the martyred min

isters, knowing it will be good for the morale of the

Koreans.

Shin, one of the surviving ministers, remains in se

clusion "qua r-di.riq the truth. It He tells the people very

little about what happened because he says they cannot han

dle the truth. When told by a prisoner who witnessed the

execution, the ministers refuse to believe the truth. They

wait for Shin to tell them what they want to hear. Shin

knows that telling the true story about twelve ministers

denying God in their last moments, would endanger the re

maining ministers' faith in God. It would also tend to

demoralize further a people who desperately need some hope

in their lives. These Christians prefer to believe that

Shin and Hann betrayed the others. They are so convinced
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they storm the house and come close to doing physical harm

to Shin. They do heat Hann so severely that he dies.

Shin loves these people and decides to keep the truth

from them. Instead he "confesses" to a betrayal and begs

the forgiveness of his fellow pastors and Christians. Re

lieved by his protection of the martyrs' reputation, the

ministers quickly forgive him. Shin aids in the ceremony

commemorating the martyrs--using their deaths to give his

people strength. When Lee condemns him for what he is do

ing, Shin asks for help. "Help me! Sufferings seize their

hope and faith and toss them adrift into a sea of despair!

We must show them light, tell them there will be a glorious

welcome waiting for them, assure them they will triumph in

the eternal Kingdom of God!" (p. 256)

Chaplain K6h also protects these people from the

truth. He accepts the scorn of his congregation rather

than reveal his espionage work and the fact that the dea

con's son was an informer. Koh wants to be accepted by the

Christians of Pyongyang as much as John wants to be accept

ed by the church in Go Tell It On the Mountain. He has

seen the worst side of the war in his espionage and would

prefer to forget it whenever possible in his church. He

understands Shin protecting the people, because he tries to

also. Unlike Shin, who does not believe, Koh is trying

desperately to believe in God.

Captain Park also is having problems handling

Christianity. He rejects it because he rejects his father's
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self-righteous attitude. Christianity must allow for human

error and weakness in order for Park to accept it. When he

learns his father is among the martyred, Park wants most to

know if he held firm until the end. Shin's letter explains

the dying loss of faith of Park I s father, and therefore

makes it possible for the Captain to understand the church.

He also understands that maybe God has a reason for all

the misery and injustice in the world. Believing this at

least gives life some meaning. "Do you understand that a

fairy tale can be an integral part of our lives? Then it

ceases to be a fairy tale. It becomes real. It becomes

something that is meant to be. What those Christians want

ed and needed was not merely a nice little story that would

give them comfort and confidence, but something that would

make their lives meaningful, something that would make

their sufferings worthwhile." (p. 228) Captains Lee and

Park and Mr. Shin all believe there is no God but religion

is necessary. As Park states; "Deeper truth lies in the

fact that the world is not meaningless and absurd but is

in a meaningless state." (p. 229) All are skeptics, but

perpetrate Christianity for the Koreans who need it.

Similar to The Martyrec!, a web of deceptions is spun

in Vonnegut1s eat's Cradle. As mentioned earlier in this

discussion, the truth is too terrible for the people in San

Lorenzo. So Johnson asks McCabe to outlaw Bokononism to

give it "Mor e zest, more tang. n (p. 110) The religion is

based on lies as explained in the calypso:
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"I wanted all things
To seem to make some sense,
So we all could be happy, yes,
Instead of tense.
And I made up lies
So that they all fit nice,
And I made this sad world
A par-a-dise." (p. 90)

Bokonon goes into hiding and the hook is invented as a

punishment for Bokononists who are captured. McCabe or-

ganizes large manhunts, but "suprisingly" never catches

Bokonon. The people remain entertained by the continuing

drama and forget their miserable reality by participating

ln the charade.

All the islanders are Bokononists, including the

president, Papa Monzano--though it is not openly admitted.

Papa's adopted daughter, Mona, is the high priestess of

this religion. Her perfect beauty and skill as a xylophone

virtuoso make her another diversion for the natives. The

"boko-maru II or touching of feet is the favorite form of

communication between two Bokononists. Their souls meet

through their soles--an interesting pun on words by Vonnegut.

Even the well-educated on the island, such as Julian and

Phillip Castle are Bokonists. It is a device for forgetting

their misery. Julian admits he cannot face life without

his aspirin and Bokononism--two painkillers.

Vonnegut presents Bokononism as a very successful 0-

pium which allows the people to forget their hopeless and

miserable condition. The peace is marred by the intro-

duct ion of ice-nine. Frank Hoenikker uses it as his key to
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power in San Lorenzo. Papa Monzano believes "Science is

the strongest thing there is." (p. 102) McCabe and

Johnson had already admitted that even science could not

help San Lorenzo and Bokononism is the answer. By seek

ing out science again, Papa is instrumental in destroying

San Lorenzo.

In Cat's Cradle science is presented as a destructive

force. Dr. Feliz Hoenikker as the inventor of the atomic

bomb and ice-nine becomes a symbol for destructive science.

As a man he was harmless enough and well-meaning, but his

search for truth proved disastrous. In Cat's Cradle

Vonnegut reflects attitudes expressed by Walter Miller and

Harold Fredric in their novels (treated earlier in this

work). All seem to feel that an increase in knowledge re

sults in a destruction of man, both physically and spir

itually.

Related to the destructive science theme is an almost

anti-thinking theme pervading the novel. At the Research

Laboratory, Miss Pefko announces that scientists think too

much. Another woman agrees. "She hated people who thought

too much. At that moment, she struck me as an appropriate

representative for almost all mankind." (p. 31) The

Bokononists are not encouraged to think. It is better to

merely exist and play games. Vonnegut is questioning the

values of a thinking society.

When ice-nine destroys the world, Bokonon is the one

who tells the people what they should do. He tells them
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that "God was surely trying to kill them, possibly because

he was through with them and they should have the good man

ners to die." (p. 182) As Mona describes this solution-

"It's all so simple, that's all. It solves so much for so

many, so simply ....Would you wish any of these alive again

if you could?" (p. 183) Bokonon gives back the lies and

therefore peace to the natives. Then Mona decides to die

in Bokonon fashion because living is too miserable. The

narrator, too, turns to Bokonon at the end to know how to

die--thumbing his nose at "you-know-who."

While Bokononism is held out as the only comfort for

the citizens of San Lorenzo, the church is presented as the

haven for the Negro in James Baldwin's novel, Go Tell It

on the Mountain. In previous discussion the plight of the

Negro was presented in terms of Baldwin's characters. All

had wanted or tried to escape their pasts but failed.

Gabriel spends his life running from the man he really

is. Before his conversion he was known as a wild, irre

sponsible, usually drunk young man. Afterward he goes al

most the opposite extreme in being very pious to compensate

for his past. He marries Deborah, after the other ministers

ridicule her, to do a kindness for her, and because he

thinks it is the Lord's will. Though there is companion

ship between them, there is no passion. He backslides with

Esther, a servant girl, and has a son he does not claim.

Then he returns to his extremely pious position. During
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his marriage to Elizabeth, Gabriel constantly throws her

past in her face while ignoring his own errors. He hides

behind his position as deacon in the church. Several

times his sister Florence accuses him of being the same

basically wicked man he always was. He ignores her ac

cusations and continues his harsh ways toward his family.

Religion becomes the opium he uses to hide from himself.

Deborah, too, hides behind religion. After she has

been raped by the white men, she is rejected by all black

men both because of what happened and because she is ugly.

So she spends the rest of her life atoning for a sin that

was not hers. Wearing grays and blacks, she cares for the

sick and poor and becomes very active in the church. When

Gabriel's mother dies, she looks after him. Reflecting

her community's opinion, she has a very poor image of her

self. Her only comfort is in the church and through the

church and her devotion she marries Gabriel.

Shattered dreams and a bastard child leave Elizabeth

in a helpless and hopeless position. Gabriel appears as

her only way out. In marrying him she does, however, again

embrace the church. She had rejected it earlier to be with

Richard, and yet also not wanting him to be like Gabriel,

Elizabeth serves as a buffer between John and his step

father. She finds security and happiness in her children.

In payment she accepts religion as the buffer between her

and disaster. Still doing penance for her mistakes,

Elizabeth does find comfort in the church. She is aware
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that she is using religion to hide from life's realities,

but sees no other way.

John, too, can find no other way. At first he re

jects religion--especially because of Gabriel. He hates

Gabriel and wishes to leave his father's way of life be

hind for the ways of white men. As mentioned earlier in

this discussion, John is also alienated from the white world.

Throughout his childhood John was told that people expect-

ed a lot from him. They wanted him to become a preacher

like his father. At first he fights these expectations and

hopes for another, better life. After his Saturday after

noon excursion into the other world, John realizes he does

not belong there. By believing in his parent's religion,

he can at least be accepted by the church members, Elisha,

and maybe even Gabriel. His admiration for Elisha and the

wish to be accepted by him, drive John to make the decision.

When John is going through the conversion experience, it is

Elisha who prays him through, while Gabriel wishes him to

remain in sin. Afterward John is elated with his identity

with the church and Elisha. When he returns home after

service, he is afraid to leave the comfort of Elisha for the

cold of his home. The church is now his only comfort and

shelter from life's adversities.

Florence, too, seeks somewhat unwillingly the comfort

of the church. She has tried leaving home and religion

behind as John had contemplated. But her flight was futile.

Now, because she knows she is dying, Florence goes back to
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the church for the comfort she has been unable to find any

where else. Like John, she seeks acceptance and comfort

from the congregation. She is unable to find the solace

John does. Too many years of skepticism have passed for

her to change. She supports John and hopes he finds re

ligion the painkiller for his life that he so badly needs.

Baldwin portrays the church as the haven for the

frustrated, alienated Negro. Among his own people and with

God, he can forget the pain of reality and lose himself in

religious ecstacy. The highly emotional, demonstrative

professions of belief are a vital part of the opium effect

of the Negro religion.

The authors discussed above see religion as an answer

to life's harsh reality. They seem to agree that when the

situation is hopeless, forget it via some consuming religion

that holds dominance over mind and body. Man needs hope to

keep going. After ice-nine has destroyed San Lorenzo, both

the narrator and Newt note they have no sexual desires or

urges. Any thought of procreation is revolting at this

point. They do not want life to go on. Bokonon has ended

his book, as he, too, feels life had ended.

To prevent this kind of dispair a kind of fairy tale

must be lived so life will not seem meaningless. Shin af

firms man needs the illusion of hope: "Because they are

men Dispair is the disease of those weary of life, life

here and now full of meaningless sufferings. We mush fight

dispair, we must destroy it and not let the sickness of
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dispair corrupt the life of man and reduce him to a mere

scarecrow." (po 256)



Humanism

While some authors are debating how to modify religion

or accept its inconsistencies, others want to throw it out

entirely. They feel it has little relevance in today's

world. As mentioned in the introduction, they feel that

the increase in science and technology has made unquestion

ing religious belief more difficult. It is difficult to

believe in miracles and their scientific explanation at

the same time. The absence of religion leaves a void which

they suggest filling with humanism. According to their

viewpoint, it would be of more benefit to concentrate on

improving the lot of mankind, than worshipping some unknown

being.

The irrelevance of religion in a war-torn situation

is pointed out in Joseph Heller's Catch-22. Reverend A. T.

Tappmann, as chaplain for the air corps unit, is the ob

vious representative of religion in this novel. He is pre

sented as a very weak-willed and unassuming chaplain who

tries to remain as inconspicuous as possible. His tent is

placed in the woods by itself between the officer's quarters

and the enlisted men's camp. Serving both groups, he clear

ly belongs to neither. In his isolated position, Tapprnann

has few demands on his services, which is fine with him.

He does do his duty by siting the men in the hospital who

do not're ly want to see him. In doing his duty, he tr s
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very hard not to offend the men or make them feel uncom

fortable. He offers to bring Yossarian books or magazines.

Colonel Cathcart and Colonel Korn use the chaplain

for public relations stories but despise him as a man.

For example, Colonel Cathcart asks Tappmann to pray before

missions for a tight bombing pattern. The chaplain re

fuses because enlisted men are not included and athiests

are not allowed to leave. He feels such specific prayers

are wrong and the spirit of the whole project is objection

able. During this discussion, Tappmann's attention is

drawn by bushels of plum tomatoes sitting in the room. He

finally asks about them and is given one. The chaplain is

also asked to write a form letter to the families of all

men killed in the company. The letter is ridiculous and

impersonal, but the Colonel hopes it will give them good

publicity. To insure there will be dead soldiers, he vol

unteers his men for a dangerous assignment to Avignon.

The Colonels' hostility toward Tappmann surfaces at

the officer's club. They do not want the chaplain there

and yet are too afraid of Yossarian (who is with Tappmannn)

to strike him and/or throw him out. Finally the Colonel

seeks to discredit Tappmann with the plum tomato incident.

The chap is accused of taking the tomato and is dis-

credited for accepting it even if it was given to him.

They also accuse him of writing letters and signing them

Washington IrVing. He is treated by the interrogators as

a subversive individual but is finally released with no
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official charges against him. The Chaplain tries to do what

is right regarding the prayers and letters. He is sincere

in trying to help his men spiritually and materially, but

is frustrated by the total disregard for his position.

His few efforts to reduce the number of missions and send

men home are futile.

Tappmann has doubts himself about being a chaplain and

whether there is a God. He dislikes being ostracized by

the men and longs for his wife and children. He actually

wonders if there is a single true faith or a life after

death. There are many questions regarding Biblical history

and God that he doubts and/or does not understand. He knows

he is not particularly suited to his work but does not know

what else to do. It bothers him that others will not treat

him like a normal person rather than some kind of freak.

Heller sums him up well in the statement "The Chaplain was

sincerely a very helpful person who was never able to help

anyone •... "l His religion is of no benefit to these men

in a war zone situation. The only hope expressed by Tapp-

mann occurs after Orr successfully escapes to Norway.

Yossarian declares he, too, will try to escape and the

Chaplain declares will persevere in his work. Both now

have hope that the imposs Ie can be done.

lJoseph Heller, Catch-22 (New York:Dell Publishing
Co., Inc., 1955), p , 280. All subsequent quotations from
the novel 11 refer to this edition and page numbers will
be included in the text.
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In this novel, Heller presents many horrifying stories

of how men destroy each other for no real gains. Milo has

the pilots bomb and strafe their own camp in payment to

the Germans for some commodities. He also tries to feed

the men chocolate covered cotton and removes the C02

cylinders from their life jackets. Everything Milo is in

volved in is excused because it is for the best interest

of the Enterprise of which everyone is a member. MCWatt's

cutting Kid Sampson in two and Snowden's death in the plane

are two gruesome incidents in this war novel. Yossarian

reacts to all of these incidents with horror and disbelief.

After Snowden dies and bleeds allover Yossarian, he refuses

to wear clothes.

While in bed with Lieutenant Scheisskopf's wife,

Yossarian discusses his view of God. She tells him to be

thankful, but he retorts that there are more things to be

miserable about. He tells her not to say anything about

God's mysterious ways. "There's nothing so mysterious about

it. He's not working at all. He's playing. Or else He's

forgotten all about us." That's the kind of God you people

talk about--a country bumpkin, a clumsy, bungling, brain

less, conceited, uncouth hayseed." (p. 184) Yossarian can~

not understand a God who allows such pain and suffering to

exist. He calls God a bungling, incompetent being and

swears that He should not get away with it. "You know, we

mustn't let Him get away scot free for all the sorrow He's

caused us. Someday I'm going to make Him pay. I know when.
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On the Judgment Day. Yes, that's the day I' 11. he close

enough to reach out and grab that little yokel by His

neck and--." (p. 185)

Yossarian, like Heller, cannot believe in God or

war. He wants to survive, but sees little purpose in life.

Unlike Dunbar who prolongs life with unpleasant things,

Yossarian is looking for an escape from the unpleasant

things such as religion and war. When he hears that Orr

has made it to Sweden, Yossarian deserts also, hoping that

he, too, can make it to a peaceful country. Heller sees

the world as a place with many wrongs needing correcting.

Religion has not done the job. The other alternative is

for men to care enough about each other so that they will

seek to control the bad and work toward a better future.

a ineffective and at times destructive

"lCl'-'L.l.i.Ll::~>::>;::'CHfS At Play in the Fields of the Lord.
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successful in a few initial efforts and they are now going to

move to the jungle area where the tribe lives. Believing

the Niaruna are inferior and backward, the missionaries

treat them this way. They feel that theirs is the only

right way to live and believe and refuse to accept native

customs. Leslie states that he will convert the Niaruna,

even if it kills them.

When Andy contaminates Moon and thus the tribe with

the flu, Leslie tries to capitalize on this by bringing

the sick to his camp. Here he hopes to convert them while

healing them. If they do not come to him on his own terms,

he will let them die. The Niaruna cooperate, but are bit

ter about the conditions laid down. This type of single

mindedness limits the success of the missionaries' work.

The nature of their converts is best illustrated by

the native guide. Uyuyu originally comes to Madre de Dios

to get an education and thus prevent the traders from cheat

ing his people. He lets the priest teach him to become a

good Catholic so that he can also learn to read and write.

When his Catholic prayers for his people go unheeded, Uyuyu

switches allegiance to the Protestant missionary, Leslie

Huber.

Xantes, padre of Madre de Dios treats this situa-

tion and very philosophically. He cannot understand

Quarrier's tude of hate and fear toward the Catholic

church. Is Uyuyu ly a Protestant, Catholic, neit.her,
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or both? "Do you think he knows the difference?"l Quarrier

is not sure if Xante, in saying he, is referring to Uyuyu,

God, or both. While Quarrier will allow no deviations from

his religious dogma, Xantes adjusts himself to the facts

of life. El Commandante insists that the Padre sit in on

the plans to bomb the Niaruna. Moon asks him how he can

sit there and listen to cold plans to massacre and not try

to stop it. Xantes replies "But is he then to turn his

back on the other tribes who need his help, to abandon the

work that can be done, to do nothing but creep about an

empty church? For that is the alternative, should one con-

test the word of El Commandante. And so, I must choose

what seems to me the lesser of two sins, and pray for for-

giveness in the eyes of the Lord.1! (p. 42) Matthiessen

seems to be more sympathetic to this down-to-earth approach

to religion Xantes exhibits rather than to the missionaries'

fanaticism.

The Niaruna have their own God, Kisu, who is a very

simple and nature-based god. Their tribal customs and

rituals are closely linked to the jungle they must survive

in. Artificial restrictions have no place in their lives.

Sex and other bodily functions as well as the body itself

are considered natural and beautiful; there is no shame

lpeter Matthiessen, At Play in the Fields of the
Lord (New York:Random House, 1965), p. 28. All subse
quent quotations from the novel will refer to this ed ion
and page numbers will be included in the text.
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involved. Moon, an avowed athiest, is attracted by this

simplicity and peace and joins these people. After seek

ing escape in a bottle, Moon finds what he is looking for

with the Niaruna.

Billy, too, finds merit in the ways of Niaruna. He

learns their language and loves them freely. In turn, the

Niaruna learn to love him and mourn his death from the flu.

He is their only real tie to the missionaries. Martin

learns from Billy's humanistic approach and sheds some of

his own rigid standards. With his long-standing interest

in ethnology, there is much fascinating material that can

be accumulated about this tribe. From this position, he

progresses to the point where he learns to love the Niaruna

almost as much as does Billy. Thus, when he :learns that

EI Commandante plans to invade and subdue the Niaruna, he

tries to warn them, dying in the attempt.

Hazel responds to the jungle life with extreme regid

ity. Unlike her husband and son who learn the love of fel

low man, Hazel knows only the dogma of organized religion.

She rejects it briefly when Billy dies, but returns to it

as her only haven after Martin also dies. Her understand

ing of religion is on a purely surface level. After her

experiences in the jungle, she no longer believes in God,

but exploits the death of her husband and son to gain

prestige for herself. Andy, too, knows disbelief and has

difficulty handling She "sins" in lusting for Moon

and yet finds more sincerity and love in him than in Leslie.
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After Martin's death, Andy finds herself searching for

life1s meaning. She hears the music from the Catholic

church and finds some comfort in it. Inside Xantes is cel

ebrating mass for Billy and Martin--two who learned of love

for other men. Andy asks him if he truly believes and

Xante responds "And .•. a man like myself .•. I need it, you

see ••. l need it." (p. 243) Xante, like Hazel, has settled

for the security religion gives him. Andy also considers

propositioning Wolfe, so frustrated is she by her lack of

faith. Wolfe, sensing her desperation refuses.

Matthiessen has explored several reactions toward

religion. Leslie is the enthusiastic, unquestioning, rigid

missionary for the Lord. He ignores anything that might

shake his position. Moon and Wolfe are avowed athiests

but find no comfort in their disbelief. Andy moves toward

this same position after seeing the ineffectivness of Leslie

and Padre Xantes. Hazel and Xantes do not believe in God

but will not openly admit this, as their professed belief

has become their way of life. Billy knows true love for

his fellow man, forgetting the restrictions of religion.

Martin and Moon move toward this position after becoming

disillusioned with the world as it is.

More was accomplished in this novel by concern for

others than all the religious dogma put together.

Matthiessen leans toward humanism in this novel because

of its nonconfining nature. However! he also sees some

merit in Kisu and the religion of the Niaruna. It is a
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simple and natural religion with most of its customs

linked to nature. But while it serVes the Niaruna well,

it does not work in the civilized world of the white man.

Doubts about organized religion are also expressed

by William Faulkner in Light in August. Reverend Hightower

immediately comes to mind when thinking in these terms.

He makes a poor first impression on his church by bragging

about how he manipulated people to be sent to Jefferson.

His sermons are a curious mixture of his grandfather being

shot from a galloping horse and absolution and God. His

wife is a mystery to the congregation. She frequently

leaves on trips to purportedly visit relatives. Less and

less of her is seen at the church, and the women cease

visiting the parsonage. Finally she stands up in church

one Sunday and begins screaming. Shortly after this she

is sent to a sanitarium for treatment. When she returns to

Jefferson, she plays the role of the minister's wife well

for a while, and then begins disappearing on trips again.

Finally she dies in a fire, found in a hotel with another

man. This scandal shocks Hightowerts congregation much

worse than him. He still goes to the church to preach, but

his parishoners get up and leave. These people must have

their religion in a very traditional, rigid way. High

tower's unconventional ranting about the civil war af'd his

grandfather in addition to his wife is just too much for

his congregation. They want a spiritual leader, and he is

not filling the gap. So he is asked to resign. At first
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he refuses, but when they lock him out of the church, he

complies.

Not only does Hightower fail his church as a spiritual

leader, he also becomes a victim of their moral judgment.

They run off his Negro woman cook and finally also run off

his Negro man cook. With him still in the community, they

are reminded of the imperfections of their religion and do

not want to face this.

Later in the novel we learn of Hightower's obsession

with tales his grandfather and Negro cook told him as a

boy. He feels an inner hunger to go to Jefferson where

his grandfather died. Together with his wife they work

for this goal, throwing all integrity to the winds. We

learn that his grandfather's death in a chicken house was

not glorious. Then Hightower tells his wife she can never

satisfy him for his only passion is tied to his family's

history. His treatment drives her to seek love elsewhere

and find her death doing it. Though Hightower loves the

ministry he lets it take second place to his own passions

regarding his family history. Therefore his ineffective

ness is understood and his shame mostly deserved. The con

gregation greets him with a hunger he does not bother to

fill.

Hightower has a vision of a wheel going fast and smooth

until he sees a halo full of peaceful faces- ...his fe's,

townspeople's, Byron Bunch's, Lena's, and Christmas'.

Christmas's face alone is not clear--it seems to merge with
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another he is not sure of. Hightower thinks he is dying,

but cannot pray. Then the mounted soldiers rush by in a

large explosion. There is nothing left of him. High

tower's past destroys him.

Though he is no longer a minister, Byron comes often

to talk with Hightower. He tries to tell Byron what is

morally right and urges him to forget Lena and her problems

as she is a wicked girl and Byron deserves better. When

Christmas is arrested for murdering Joanna Burden, his

grandparents, the Hines, learn of it and follow him to

Jefferson. There Byron finds them and takes them to High

tower for help. They beg Hightower to provide an alibi

for Christmas, but he refuses. Hightower does deliver a

Negro baby and Lena's baby because he is needed. He means

well, but has chosen to remain rigid now on religious mat

ters.

McEachern is another uncompromising religious character

in the novel. He adopts Christmas as a boy, intending to

teach him to work hard and serve God. Trying to beat re

ligion into Christmas, McEachern only gains the boy's hate.

Their life together includes many small battles until

Christmas finally hits him, takes his step-mother's savings,

and tries to run off with a waitress. McEachern's unwaver

ing, cold religious faith only gives him ego satisfaction

and power. It does not help his wife or Christmas.

Being the victim of another religious man's anger,

Christmas has known much loneliness. His Grandfather Hines
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lets Christmas's mother give birth to him without the care

of a doctor. When she dies after delivery i Hines dOes not

grieve her death. He calls it God's justice. Then he

takes the baby and gives it away. Christmas ends up in

an orphanage where life is miserable as the other children

call him "nigger. II He never understands gestures of love-

rejecting Mrs. McEachern I s and Joanna Burden's love. Know

ing more hate than love, he continually questions motives.

His own grandmother finds and loves him and helps h Lm to

escape. In seeking escape he runs to Hightower, then

knocks him aside and gives himself up to death.

Religion appears as a confining and unsympathetic

force in this novel. Christmas meets abuse because of it

and Byron receives reprobation from his friend Hightower be

cause of it. There are many situations when human kindness

can or could accomplish more. For example the persecution

of Hightower after his resignation was cruel and unnecessary.

Byron's concern for Lena is much more commendable.

In this novel Faulkner contrasts the hate and intol

erance of religion with acts of love between men. The novel

opens with Lena making her way to Jefferson from Alabama

looking for her lover and the father of her expected child.

She is forced to leave by a religious and indignant brother-

in-law. On road she is given a ride by Armstid who,

though not apprOVing of her past behavior, takes pity on her

plight and takes her home for the night. There his

feeds the girl and gives her icken money has
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hoarded.

Then Lena finds Byron in her search for Lucas and

once more is provided with shelter and food. His kind

attentions soon develop into an unselfish love that cause

Byron to continue to provide for her and her baby. He

tries to get her her husband and, when this fails, is

content to travel the countryside with her.

Faulkner's novel points out to the reader the

cruelties and foolishness of religion and therefore, its

ineffectiveness. In this, he progresses beyond the mere

ineffectiveness of religion pointed out by Heller and

Matthiessen. He moves on toward a position of love and

interaction between men as the only hope. Characters such

as Byron Bunch and Armstid are used to illustrate this

position.

Steinbeck, like the authors previously discussed,

doubts religion's relevance in today's world. Grapes of

Wrath tells of the plight of the Okies who are forced by

circumstances to become migrant workers in California.

While on the farm in Oklahoma, they still believe in God

and pray for his help and guidance. Advanced technology

moveS them out as large machinery and companies move in.

Jim Casy, a very popular minister, glves up the

ministry about the time the farmers are leaving. He

states he "ain't got the call no more. Got a lot of sinful
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idears--but they seem kinda sensible."l He and Joad

reminisce about his burning bush days, when easy held re-

vivals and baptisms. He admits his heart is not in it

anymore. Whenever he held a reviva1, it got his blood

hot so that afterward he had to lay with a girl in the

grass. Finally he realizes that the spirit he feels is

love for people. IIAn I says, Don't you love Jesus?

IWell, I thought an' thought an' finally I says, 'No, I

don't know nobody name' Jesus. I know a bunch of stories,

but I only love people." (p. 24)

Casy asks to travel to California with the Joad

family, hoping he can be of some he1p to the migrant fam-

ilies on the road. He first tells them he is not a preach-

er anymore. In fact, instead of saying grace over break-

fast, he just says he is thankful for breakfast and the

love of these people. Feeling religion really cannot help

the migrants, Casy wants to just come along as a friend.

"They gonna need help no preachin' can give 'em. Hope of

heaven when their lives ain't lived. Holy sperit when

their own sperit is downcast an' sad? They gonna need help.

They got to live before they can afford to die." (p. 56)

As they travel, Casy acts as their religious mentor saying

grace and praying over Grandpa's grave. He does this even

lJohn Steinbeck, The .. Grape:; of" Wrath (New York: The
Viking Press, Inc., 1966), p. 20. All subsequent quota
tions from the novel will refer to this edition and page
numbers will be included in the text.
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though he does not believe, because it gives the Joad

family comfort. At this point religion serves as a form

of opium. It is the only bright spot in their disrupted

lives.

Traveling toward California, the Joads soon become

one of many migrant families harrassed and threatened in

the towns they pass through. By the time they reach

California, survival is more important than religion.

When Grandma dies, they do not take time for a funeral

or prayer. The business of surviving is all-consuming.

In the government camp the Joads are contrasted with a

group of religious fanatics. The majority of the families

are sharing, working, and playing together. One woman

warns Rose of Sharon to be a good girl so that her baby

will be born normally. She condemns the Saturday night

dances and claims it caused two girls to lose their babies.

God is painted as a vengeful force. "AnI donI you think

them sinners is puttin , nothin' over on God, neither. No,

sir, He's a cha Lk i.n ' "em up sin by sin .•.. " (p. 342) The

manager interrupts this conversation and tells Rose of

Sharon the woman makes people unhappy and likes to make

trouble. Later Mrs. Sandry tells Rose of Sharon and Mrs.

Joad that the camp is full of wicked people and wicked do

ings. When Mrs. Joad does not agree, she says "I can see

your black soul a-burnin l. I can see that innocent child

in that there girlls belly a-burnin l
. " (p. 354)
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Mrs. Joad feels the camp is full of good people.

She accuses Mrs. Sandry of trying to ruin the little

pleasure they all have. This one woman and her family

have caused more than their share of trouble in the

camp. Steinbeck shows how fanatical religion can be used

to hurt people and create dissension without helping any

one. Not only does Mrs. Sandry make everyone else unhap

py, she is also miserable herself.

Steinbeck also puts an unfavorable light on Holy

Roller preachers. When explaining the camp to Tom, the

manager states they were having problems with these preach

ers who would follow the people around and take their money

in collections. The older folk wanted them so the Com

mittee decided anyone could preach in the camp, but no one

could take cOllections. There had not been a preacher in

the camp since. This episode reinforces Steinbeck's

opinion that many are in the religion business for the

money, as Elmer Gantry and Sharon Farrell were. easy has

no tolerance for the rigid, fanatical religion described

above. In fact he has come to believe organized religion

has nothing to offer the migrant worker. Uncle John

thinks he is causing the family's bad luck because he sin

ned once. When he did not care for his sick wife, she

died; and now he is trying to lose his shame by drinking.

Casy comforts him by saying everyone has sins. "Sure I

got s 'body got sins. A sin is somepin you ain't

sure about. Them people that's sure about ever'thing ain't
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got no sin--well, that kind of a son-of-a-bitch, if I was

God I'd kick their ass right outa heaven!t1 (p. 247) Casy

feels no man or religion should dictate a man's life.

"On'y one thing in this worl' I'm sure of, an' that's I'm

sure nobody got a right to mess with a fella's life. He

got to do it all hisself. Help him, maybe, but not tell

him what to do. t1 (p. 247) Casy himself has sinned and

feels he cannot preach to others. Steinbeck sees no value

in religion's practice of setting up rules of behavior

and rights and wrongs.

At the Hooperville Camp the workers run out of work.

A deputy and contractor come in and tell the migrants to

move on to Tulare. They even suggest the camp will be

closed down by the health authorities. Tom and Floyd

talk back to the men and are accused of being Reds. As the

men leave, they arrest Floyd who hits the deputy and runs.

Tom trips the deputy who then shoots and hits a woman near

by. As the deputy tries to shoot again, Casy kicks him in

the neck. Casy tells Tom to hide in the willows and Al to

hide in the family tent. By taking responsibility for what

happened, Casy protects the Joad family and prevents Tom

from being sent back to prison. Casy's unselfish act in

spires Unc John to turn over the five dollars he has been

hoarding, holding out only enough to get drunk.

Steinbeck develops Casy as a Christ-figure. Several

times Casy refers to going into the wilderness to think.

When Tom runs into him at the Hooper Ranch, Casy is leading
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a group of strikers. The preacher talks about the

time he spent in jail and the men he met. He says most

of them were good men who just needed something. Need

makes all the trouble. Casy has tried to organize the

mig.rants into a union. He starts one, but the vigi

lantes break it up. But the preacher does not give up, as

he tells Tom, II I Anyways, you do what you can. An',' he

says, 'the on' y thing you get to look at is that ever'

time they's a little step fo'ward, she may slip back a lit

tle, but she never slips clear back. You can prove that,'

he says, 'an' that makes the whole thing right. An' that

means they wasn't no waste even if it seemed like they

was.'tl (p. 425) Casy urges Tom to go back and tell the

people in the camp what is happening to the strikers. How

ever, Tom knows all they care about is survival. They are

too hungry to organize and strike. Steinbeck has developed

Casy from the seducing preacher into a leader of men. What

Casy is accomplishing in his efforts to organize the mi

grants will be of much more benefit to them than his sermons

ever were.

As the deput surround them, Casy tells them "You

fellas don' know what you're doin'. You're helpin' to

starve kids." (p. 426) Again just before they kill him,

he says "You don' know What you're a-doin'.11 (p. 426) This

statement is very similar to sus' statement at the time

of his cruc ixion, "Lord, forgive them for they know not

wh they do. 1I Casy has become a sacrificial fi for
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the migrants.

Steinbeck further develops humanism as a religion at

the end of this novel. Rose of Sharon has her baby in a

box car, but it is born dead. At the same time a rain has

flooded the area, and the Joads are forced to flee to high

er ground. Uncle John, asked to bury the dead child, in

stead places the box in the roaring river to float down to

the city and show the people they are murderers. This

action is symbolic of Moses' mother placing him in a cradle

to float down the river to the Egyptians. Moses becomes

a spokesman for the plight of the Jews in Egypt, as Uncle

John hopes the dead baby will demonstrate the plight of the

migrant workers.

When the Joads flee their flooded box car, they search

out higher ground and shelter. They find an old barn and

decide to stay there. Inside there is a man and his son.

The father has starved himself, giving what little food

he had to feed his son. The boy steals a loaf of bread to

try to feed him, but the man needs milk. Rose of Sharon

still has milk in her breasts and offers this to the man.

At first he refuses, but she insists. "Her hand moved be

hind his head and supported it. Her fingers moved gently

in his hair. She looked up and across the barn, and her

lips came together and smiled mysteriously." (p. 502)

Again Steinbeck, ties this act of human kindness to

religion. Rose of Sharon is symbolic of the Madonna feed

ing the Christ.child at her breast in the barn (or stable).
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She is one human giving life to another human which is the

basis of Steinbeck I s humanism. As Casy says, "There was

the hills, an J there was me, an I we wasn't separate. no

mo.re. We was one thing. An' that one thing was holly.t1

(p., 88) Steinbeck believes humanism should supplant re

ligion in the lives of modern man.

All of the authors discussed in this section, like

Steinbeck, feel that religion is not helping man the way

it should. In Catch.-22 it can do nothing to stop or even

soothe the tragedies of war. Religion is a destructive

force in At Play in the Fields of the Lord and ineffective

and intolerant in Light in August. These authors agree

that abstract rules made centuries ago cannot be forced

on a modern world. The intolerance of religion is also

chided as unnecessary. In fact religion itself is deemed

unnecessary as it has accomplished little for the plight

of man. Byron Bunch's and Casy's do more for the plight

of man than ghtower's or Chaplain Tappmann's.



Conclusion

The preceding discussion explores contemporary

authors' difficulties in handling religion. This dif

ficulty is based on a struggle between faith and knowledge

and the apparently irreconcilable differences. The novels

by Fredric and Miller point out this problem which is

borne out in subsequent discussion. In A Canticle for

Leibowitz, technology is held directly responsible for the

destruction that has occurred, and therefore is run under

ground. Theron Ware discovers he cannot maintain both

intellectual enlightenment and the fire of his religious

faith. Placed in this dilemma, these authors look for

solutions.

Several authors discussed, such as Lewis, Updike,

and Styron, never find an answer. explore all the

possibilities---blind faith, opium, atheism- but all have

their drawbacks. For example, Styron shows the fanaticism

of Daddy Faith working for the uneducated blacks, but it

holds no hope for Helen or her fami Reverend Eccles'

watered-down, socialized religion does not seem to solve

anything for anyone. Elmer Gantry is probably most suc

cessful with his down-to-earth, practical, and manipula

tive approach.

Vonnegut, Kim, and Baldwin do seem to think using

religion as an opium is an answer to the dilemma.
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feel with all of the other pressures and responsibilities

of life, man needs an escape. Religion has served in this

capacity and they feel this should continue. Even if

science has disproved or at least cast a large amount of

doubt on Biblical stories, they still provide comfort if

one can ignore the inconsistencies.

In the opposing camp, Heller, Steinbeck, Matthiessen

and Faulkner propose substituting religious humanism

for religion as dogma. Unable to accept the inconsis

tencies in religious dogma they still feel man needs a

source of inspiration for his life. Instead of concen

trating on God and a life after death, they propose con

centrating on man and life today. In their novels

Reverend Hightower, Andy Huber, Chaplain Tappmann, and

Casy accomplish little in their ministerial capacity.

However, as Casy moves from religion which he feels cannot

help the migrants, toward humanism, he takes concrete

steps in improving the lot of the "Okies."

Religion as an opium and humanism do have ln common

the concern for man. Both want to provide inspiration,

comfort, and aid to the plight of unfortunate men. As

these authors demonstrate, man is searching for an answer

to reI on's place in his Ii The race toward science

techno symbolized by the space program has abated.

Man now sees not only the fruits, also the wastes of

such as pollution and resources. litant

atheism, a product this scientific era has succee in
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sepa.rating church from school and state but has not suc

ceeded in removing religion entirely. A backlash remi~

niscent of A Canticle of Leibowitz is in action. En

vironmentalists want to preserve the wilderness as a

haven from man and science. "Jesus freaks", transcen

dental meditation, and other such movements are thriving

as a sign that man still needs a source of inspiration.

Religion has been and will remain a major force in society

in spite of its failures and inadequacies because of that

need for inspiration.
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